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ABSTRACT 
The Bezoutian B of a quadruple (F, G; U, D) of polynomial matrices is studied. It 
is shown that under certain coprimeness conditions there is a {l}- or a {1,2)-inverse 
of B which is a block Hankel matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
We first review a result of Lander [7] which is the starting point for our 
study. Let f and g be two polynomials over a field K such that f is of 
degree r and deg g < deg f. The Bezoutian of f and g, 
B = B( f, g) = ( bij) E K”‘, 
is a symmetric matrix defined by the generating polynomial 
fGk(Y) -f(Y)&) = i i z’-‘b, 
Z-Y 
,iyj-l. 
i-1 j=l 
To the rational function f -'g a truncated Hankel matrix 
/wl WZ . . . w, 
H+qf-lg)= ;' T .'* :+I 
! 
. . 
9 Wrtl .*. WZr-1 
(14 
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is associated, where the entries wi are coefficients of the formal expansion 
f_‘(z)g(z) = w. + w,z-‘ f w2zc2+ . . . . 
It is well known (see e.g. [6]) that B and H are nonsingular if and only if f 
and g are coprime. If 
fs+gv=l, 
for some s, o E K[z] then according to Lander [7] the inverse of B is given 
by 
B(f,g)-‘=H(f-lo). 0.2) 
In this paper we are concerned with Bezoutians of polynomial matrices, 
which were introduced by Anderson and Jury [ 11. We shall recover Lander’s 
theorem as a scalar version of results on generalized Bezoutians and block 
Hankel matrices. 
Note the special case of (1.2) where g = 1. Let f be given by f(z) = fo + 
fizz + *** +Jy, f,+o. Put 
‘fi $2 ._. 5-l L 
M= $2 J% ..* f, 
f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
f, 0 
and 
Nf=H(f-‘). 
It is easy to check that M, = B( f, 1). Hence 
MT’= Nf. 
With the following notation we denote the strictly proper rational part 
and the polynomial part of a function w E K(z). Let w = d + h be decom- 
posed in such a way that d E K[z] and h = 0 or h = b/c, b, c E K[z], and 
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deg b < deg c. We put 
a+w=d and r_w=h. 
The projections rr+ and r_ are extended componentwise to vectors and 
matrices of rational functions. 
The definition of B in (1.1) which involves a pair (f, g ) of polynomials 
was extended by Anderson and Jury [l] to quadruples (F, G; U, D) of 
polynomial matrices. It is convenient for our purposes to work with a slightly 
more general definition. We will keep the following setup fixed. Let W E 
KPxQ( z) be a strictly proper rational matrix with an expansion 
w(z) = c WiZ_‘, (1.3) 
i>O 
and let F E KpXP[n], D E KQXQ[z], G, U E KpXQ[z] be polynomial matri- 
ces such that 
F(z)=Fa+F,z+ .+. +F,.z’ and D(z)=D,+D,z+ ... +D,z’ 
are nonsingular and 
mpF-‘G=mpUD-‘=W. (1.4 
DEFINITION 1.1. The Bezoutian B = B(F, G; U, D) of the quadruple 
(F,G;U,D) is the rpxs9 matrix B=(Bij), i=l,..., r, j=l,..., s, where 
the block entries Bi i E ZZPxq are given by 
A(~,Y)=+) 
WY> -w4 
Z-Y 
D(Y)= i i zi-lBijYj-l. (1.5) 
i-1 j=i 
It is easy to’ see that A is a polynomial matrix which can be expressed by 
the sum in (1.5). In [l] there is the additional assumption a_ F-‘G = Fe ‘G 
and a-U_’ = UD-‘. Then A becomes 
A(z,Y) = 
F(+(Y) -G(z)D(y) 
Z-Y 
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To a matrix W E Kpxq( z) with r_W = W and W as in (1.3) we associate 
a block Hankel matrix 
i w, w, . . . w, \ 
w2 4 
H,,(lv) = . . 
... Wstl 
w, u:+, ... w,+,-, 
With Lander’s theorem in mind we observe some facts about B = 
B(F, G; U, D). Note first that in general B is not a square matrix. Further- 
more, in the place of coprimeness of (f, g) we now are faced with right 
coprimeness of (F, G) and left coprimeness of 
contained in the proposition below. 
( 1 
z . The complete picture is 
THEOREM 1.2. (a) Let the pair (F, G) be left coprime such that 
FS+GV=Z, (1.6) 
for some polynomial matrices S and V. Put fi = H,,( D-‘V). Then 
BriB = B. 
Zf in addition to (1.6) the leading coefficient 
BZ?=Z. 
(b) Let the pair be right coprime such 
(1.7) 
F, of F is nonsingular, then 
that 
PU+QD=Z, 
hoi&. P$t fi = H,,(PF-‘). Then BfiB = B. Zf D, is nonsingular, 
implies HB = 1. 
(c) Zf F-‘6 and UD-’ are two coprime factorizations such 
and (1.8) hold, then 
T-D-‘V=mpPF-‘, 
and Z? = H,,( D- ‘V) satisfies 
BfiB = B and I?sr?= 6. 
(1.8) 
then (1.8) 
that (1.6) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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(d) The Bezoutian B = B(F, G; U, D) is nonsingular if and only if the 
factorizations F- ‘G and UD-’ are coprime and if the leading coefficient 
matrices F, and D, of F and D are nonsingular. 
In the terminology of [2] the matrix I? is a { 1}-inverse of B if it has the 
property (1.7) and e is a { 1,2}-inverse of B if (1.10) holds. 
The block matrices which in the general case take over the role of M, are 
and 
M,= 
M,= 
F, F, ... F,-, F, 
F2 F3 . . . F, 
D, D, ... Ds-1 Dr 
D, D3 . . . D, 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
We shall see that M, = B(F, I; I, F) if and only if 7r+ F-’ E Kpxp. Clearly 
M, is nonsingular if and only if det F, # 0. In that case MF’ = Nk., where 
NF = H,,(F-‘). 
Similarly we define Nn = H,J Dp ‘). 
The approach which leads to a proof of Theorem 1.2 makes use of 
Fuhrmann’s interpretation [4] of the Bezoutian. Roughly speaking B is 
viewed as a matrix representation of a linear map between polynomial 
models. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Section 3. Polynomial models 
and Bezoutians are discussed in the preparatory Section 2. 
2. POLYNOMIAL MODELS, BEZOUTIANS, 
AND HANKEL MATRICES 
Let the polynomial matrix I E KPXq”[z] be given by 
l-(z) = (Zp, zZ ,..., s’-‘Z,)B 
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such that 
I I9 ’ 
A(z,y)=r(z) : . 
s-l 
,Y 1, 
If 7T_ refers to the indeterminate z, then 
F-'(z)A(z,y) = 
WY> -wb) 
D(y) E rn_KPX9(GY). 
Z-Y 
Hence 
(2.1) 
In (2.1) we find a map 7~~ defined by 
rFh = Fr_ F-‘h, hE Kp[z]. 
The range of rF, 
is called a polynomial model. 
LEMMA 2.1. The columns of r(z) are in X,. 
Proof. Let 7~~ act on the indeterminate z. Then (2.1) can be written as 
r,A = A, which is equivalent to m,T = I?. n 
The preceding lemma suggests that polynomial models should be impor- 
tant in our context. For the following basic facts on X, we refer to [S]. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
(a) X,C W-21. 
(b) X, is a K[z]-module if the product of p E K[.z] and h E X, is 
defined by p. h = v~( ph). 
(c) X, is a vector space over K such that dim X, = degdet F. 
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Let the matrices M, and M, be given as in (1.11) and (1.12), and let the 
polynomial matrices F(‘)(z), i = 1,2,. . . , T, be defined by 
(F(l),..., F”‘) = (I,, zZ ,..., z'-'Z)M,. (2.2) 
Then F(‘) = r+ z -‘F. The matrices associated to D are D(j) = 7~+ z_jD, 
j = l,..., s. We have D(j)(z) = D. + D. . . . I Ii-1 
z+ + Dszspj and 
(D”‘,..., D’“‘) = (I ,..., z”-‘Z)M,. (2.3) 
If D is column proper, then X, = span,( D(l),. . . , DC”)), which means the 
columns of the matrices D(j) span the vector space X, [3]. We need the 
following weaker result. 
LEMMA 2.3. X, c span,( Dcl), . . . , DC”)). 
Proof. Let f~ Kq[z] be given. If r_DP1f=g,zP1 +gaXP2+ ..., 
then 
rDf = r+ Dcg,z-’ = i D'j'g I’ n 
j=l 
A special situation arises when the leading coefficient of D is nonsingular. 
LEMMA 2.4. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The columns of (D(l), . . . , DC”)) form a basis of X,. 
(b) The columns of (I,, zZ,. . . , z”-‘I) form a basis of X,. 
(c) The leading coefficient matrix D, of D is nonsingular. 
(d) M, is non-singular. 
(e) dim X, = degdet D = qs. 
With the following map 2: K4[z] -+ Kp[z] we have the key to an 
understanding of the Bezoutian [4]. For f E Kq[z] define 
Zf = rFGf = Fr_Wf. 
THEOREM 2.5 [4]. 
Z( D(l),. .., D’“‘) = (I,, zZ,. .., CIZ)B. (2.4) 
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Proof. Our target is 
i zD(j)yj-l = A( z, y). 
j=l 
As before, r+, r_, and rF shall act on z. We have 
s 
[ 
s 
2 z#i)yi-l = zm+ C z-iq z)yj-l 
j=l j=l 1 
= +G(+ -Y) -‘[%) -D(Y)]. 
Note that W(z)D(z) is a polynomial matrix; therefore 
and 
7T_(z - y) -‘w(zp(z) = (z - Y) -wYP(Y). 
We see that 
~&(z)(z - Y> %‘b) -D(Y)] 
= F(z)a_(z - y)-'w(z)[D(z) - NY)1 
=F(z)(z-y)-‘W(y)D(y)-F(z)(z-Y)-‘W(z)~(Y)=A(~7Y). 
n 
The preceding theorem describes the map Z by the Bezoutian B = 
B(F, G; U, 0). There is a counterpart to (2.4) which involves the block 
Hankel matrix 
H=&(W). 
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THEOREM 2.6. 
z(I, 9 2-J )...) PI) = (F”‘)...) F”‘)H. (2.5) 
Pro05 We have 
z(z,..., z S-‘z)=F7T_(W~Z.-l+W2Z-2+ .~.)(z,...,zS-lz) 
=(I$,+ ... +F,zr)~_(z-‘z,5-2z,...)H,,,(W) 
=(F”‘,..., F(“,O ,... )H,,,(W) 
= (F(l) ,..., F(“)f&( W). n 
COROLLARY 2.7. 
(a) One has 
NFMFHrs( F-‘G) = W,,(Fp’G). 
(b) H,,S(UD-‘)M,ND = H,,(UD-‘). 
(c) One has 
NI;MFNt: = NF. 
(d) One has 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
v+(I,..., z’-‘I) = (I ,..., CII)M,Np. (2.8) 
Proof. For (a) we note that 71~ F-‘Z = VT _ F- ‘6. From 
T-F-‘Z(Z ,..., z”-‘I) =(z-‘Z,z-‘I ,... )H,,,(Fp’)M,N 
and 
n-F-‘G(Z ,..., z”-‘I) =(z&Z,Z-~Z ,..., )H,,,(F-‘G) 
we obtain (2.6). Clearly (c) and (d) are special cases of (2.6) and (2.5) 
respectively which come from G = I. n 
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It is well known (see e.g. [5]) that for a left coprime pair (F, G) the rank 
of H,,,(F- 'G) is equal to the degree of det F. Hence 
rank NF = rank H,,( F-‘) = degdet F. (2.9) 
As (2.9) will be used in Section 4, we derive it directly from (2.7) and (2.8). 
From (2.7) we obtain rank MFNF = rank Nr, and (2.8) implies dim X, = 
degdet F = rank MFNF. 
There are some immediate consequences of (2.4) and (2.5) which are 
worth mentioning. 
THEOREM 2.8 [l, S]. 
B=M,HM,, 
H=N,BN,,, 
BN,M,=B, M,N,B=B. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Proof. (2.10): We write (2.4) as 
qz,..., z '-lZ)M,= Z(Z,...,z"-'Z)M,= (Z,...,z'-'Z)B. 
Then (2.5) and (2.2) imply (I,.. ., z'-'Z)M,HM, = (I,. . ., z'-'Z)B, which is 
(2.10). 
(2.11): From (2.10) and (2.6) follows NFBND = NFM,HMDM, = H. 
A similar argument works for (2.12). n 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Let us first recall the coprimeness assumptions 
FS+GV=Z, (1.6) 
for (a) and 
PU+QD=Z, 
for (b), and the definitions Z? = H,,(Dp'V) and fi = H,,( PF-l). 
(1.8) 
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Proof. (a): For g E Kp[z] define Rg = z-oVg. Then 
ZRG = rFGVg = YT~( Z - FS)g = rFg. 
From (2.8) follows 
ZR(Z )...) C’Z) = q(Z )...) C’Z) = (I )...) C’Z)M,N,. 
Because of Theorem 2.6 the map R can be described by II? as R( I,. . . , zTp ‘I ) 
= _(D”‘, . . . ) D(“))H. Then ZR(Z,. . ., z’-‘I) = (I,.. . , zrp’Z)Bfi and we have 
BH = MJ,., which together with (2.12) implies B&? = M,N,B = B. If F, is 
nonsingular then MFNF = I; hence BH = 1. 
(b): Obviously B( F, G; U, D)T = B(DT, UT; GT, FT). By transposing (1.8) 
we obtain the relations Z?B = N,M, and BZ?B = B. 
(c): From (1.6) and (1.8) follows PS + PF-‘GV= PF-’ and PUDp’V+ 
QV = D- ‘V. The assumption (1.4) implies (1.9). Hence the matrices I? and 
G in (a) and in (b) are the same. Thus I?B = H,,( D- ‘V)B = N,MD, and 
N,M,H,,( D-‘V) = H,,( D-IV) implies I?Bfi = fi. 
(d): From the preceding statements it is clear that the conditions on 
coprimeness and on the leading coefficients of F and D yield a nonsingular 
Bezoutian. Assume now that B is a square matrix which has full rank. 
Because of B = M,HMn, the matrices M, and M, and therefore also F, and 
D, are nonsingular. In particular (D(l), . . . , DC”‘) is a basis of X,. It is known 
[5] that the restriction of Z on X, is injective only if the pair 
i i 
i is right 
coprime. This can be seen directly as follows. Suppose D and U have 
a nontrivial common right divisor C such that D = D,C and U = U,C 
and degdet D, < degdet D. Then Im a,D, # 0 and 7~ _ UD- hDD, f = 
~T_U?T_ Dp’D,f = r_U,f = 0 for all f E Kq[z]. Hence ImmnD, c 
KerZ]xn. Let g(z) = E;=lDcj)(z)gj be in Im vrrDD,. Then By = 0 for 
y = col(gT,..., g;). This shows that left coprimeness of z , and similarly 
( i 
right coprimeness of (F, G), are necessary for B(F, G; U, D) to be non- 
singular. n 
Under the assumptions (1.6) and (1.8) the maps Z and I? are K[ z]-iso- 
morphisms between X, and X, and 
(ZIX”) -l= RI,,.. (3.1) 
In the case where the leading coefficients are nonsingular, Lemma 2.4 
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provides bases for the vector spaces X, and X,. With respect to those bases 
B ~ ’ = fi is the matrix version of (3.1). 
4. A RESULT ON B(F, I; I, F) 
In the scalar case the matrices Nf and Mf satisfy Mf = H(f- ‘) and 
Mf = B( f, 1). In the polynomial case we have by definition NF = H,,( FP ‘), 
but there is a discrepancy between M, and B( F, I; I, F). 
THEOREM 4.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) B(F, I; I, F) = M,. 
(b) r+F _‘EKPXP. 
(c) M,N,M, = M,. 
(d) X, = span,(F(‘), . . . , Fc”). 
(e) rank M, = rank NF. 
Proof. (a) - (b): It is easy to verify that 
F(ljI:(y) =(Z,...,z’+‘Z)M, 
Hence (a) is equivalent to 
F(z) 
T_F~‘(~)-KF~‘(~) 
F(Y) = F(a) 
Fp’( y) - Fm’( z) 
F(Y), 
Z-Y Z---Y 
or to 
(a) c=) (c): According to (2.10) we have 
M,H,,(Fp’)M, = M,N,M, = B( F, Z; Z> F). 
(c) = (d): Lemma 2.3 says that (d) is equivalent to span,( F(l), . . . , F”‘) G 
X,, which is the same as rF( F(l),. . , F”‘) = (F(l), . . . , F”‘), or-taking (2.8) 
into account-the same as (c). 
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(d) e(c): By Lemma 2.3 and (2.2) we see that (d) is equivalent to 
dim X, = degdet F = dimspan,( F(l), . . . , F(l)) = rank M,. Then (2.9) com- 
pletes the proof. W 
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